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Guarantees as Australians Face Higher Energy Demands
with Threat of El Nino
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The latest report from the Australian weather bureau shows signs of El Nino weather pattern forming on the Eastern Pacific.

With hotter climates threatening the country in the upcoming months, Everest Electrical Services reminds the Australian

public to remain safe by checking home wiring systems and performing necessary repairs with a qualified electrician.

Sydney, AU (PRWEB) August 17, 2012

Signs of El Nino are observed to be developing in the Eastern Pacific, according to the latest reports from The Australian

Bureau of Meteorology. Earlier in July, weather forecasters reported that El Nino development was slowing down, but new

data gathered this month shows that the weather pattern is already underway, with forecasts from Japan weather agencies

confirming these latest findings. With the threat of higher temperatures and severe drought looming, not only will the

Australian public face rising food prices; demand for energy will also increase as more people use air conditioners to alleviate

the heat. Representatives from Everest Electrical Services state that increased use of such appliances may pose a threat to

safety, making it important for consumers to make sure that home wiring systems are in good condition.

Company spokespersons state that installing the latest equipment may help protect consumers’ families and homes,

especially those who live in structures with wiring systems that are already out of date.

“Many years ago, the average home had one power point in a room and one light in the centre of the room. Today, the

average home can have up to 10 outlets and 10 light fittings in a room, and the reality is that the original wiring system in

many of these rooms was never meant to cope with such a large electrical load,” explain representatives of the company.

Appliances that consume large amounts of power, such as air conditioners used in hot weather, may further add to the stress

on outdated home wiring systems, according to speakers from Everest Electrical. The company’s electricians advise

homeowners to consult with experts regarding the wiring in their homes and perform safety checks or basic repairs and

maintenance to ensure that their homes can handle increased energy use.

“When the system we have created is not respected or properly maintained, the results can be disastrous,” warn speakers

from the company.

There are various ways to address increased energy use in homes and ensure safety, according to company experts. These

include rewiring and the use of switchboards, safety switches and surge protectors. Rewiring allows homeowners to safely

distribute power, avoiding safety hazards posed by overloading power outlets with too many appliances. Switchboards and

safety switches, on the other hand, monitor electricity levels throughout homes and cut it off when necessary. Surge

protectors can prevent damage to appliances in cases of high-voltage surges, preventing not only emergencies, but also costly

losses and repairs.

Everest Electrical adds that ensuring public safety also entails providing high quality services. According to company

speakers, essential qualities of an electrician Northern Beaches customers should look for includes extensive training and

experience, which should be backed up by guarantees for every service. Everest Electrical proudly offers such guarantees:

“We are committed to offering our absolute best in every job we undertake. We happily offer a lifetime guarantee on our

workmanship and only install the highest quality materials and fixtures,” state company representatives.

With hotter weather predicted in the upcoming months, homeowners across Australia can safeguard not only their health,

but also the safety of their homes and loved ones using high quality services and guarantees from companies like Everest

Electrical Services.
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